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We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of pairwise vertex-
disjoint simple closed curves C1 , ... , Ck, homotopic to given closed curves 
Ct> ... ,Ck> respectively, in a graph embedded on a compact surface, thus proving a 
conjecture of L. Lovasz and P. D. Seymour. t[J 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE THEOREM 
We prove the following theorem, conjectured by L. Lovasz and P. D. 
Seymour: 
THEOREM. Let G = ( V, E) be a graph, embedded on a compact surface S, 
and let C 1 , •• ., Ck be closed curves on S, each not null-homotopic. Then there 
exist pairwise disjoint simple closed curves C1 , •• ., Ek in G such that C; is 
homotopic to C; for i = 1, .. ., k, if and only if: 
(i) there exist pairwise disjoint simple closed curves 
C'1 , ... , Ck on S such that c; is homotopic to C; for 
i= 1, .. ., k; 
(ii) for each closed curve D: S 1 -+ S, 
k 
cr(G, D) ~ I mincr(C;, D); 
i= I 
(iii) for each doubly odd closed curve D = D 1 • D2 : S 1 -+ S 
with D 1(1)=D2(1HG, 
k 
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Here we use the following conventions, terminology and notation. A 
graph is said to be embedded on S, if it is embedded so that edges intersect 
each other only at their end points. We identify a graph with its image 
on S. 
A closed curve (on S) is a continuous function C: Si --+ S, where S 1 
denotes the unit circle in the complex plane C It is simple if it is one-to-
one. Two closed curves are disjoint if their images are disjoint. 
Two closed curves C and E are (freely) homotopic (on S), in notation 
C ~ E, if there exists a continuous function <P: Si x [O, 1] --+ S such that 
cP(z,O)=C(z) and cfJ(z, l)=C(z) for all zESi. (So we do not fix a base 
point when speaking of homotopy of closed curves.) Closed curve C is 
null-homotopic if C is homotopic to some constant function. 
We assume the reader has some idea of what "crossing" of two curves 
means. To be precise, let C and D be closed curves on S. A pair 
(y, z) ES i x Si is said to give (or to be) a crossing if C( .v) = D(.:: ), and C( y) 
has a neighbourhood N '.:'!:'. C on S such that, in a neighbourhood Nv of 
yE 5 1, C follows the real axis of N, and in a neighbourhood N= of z ES i • 
D follow the imaginary axis of N (real and imaginary axis under the 
homeomorphism N ~IC). We will not use this precise definition. 
Further we define 
cr(G, D) :=I {zE Si ID(.::) E G}I, 
er( C, D) :=number of crossings ( y, .:: ) of C and D, (2) 
mincr(C, D) := min{ cr(C, 15) I E ~ C, 15 ~ D }, 
where we restrict C and 15 to have a finite number of intersections. 
If Di , D 2 : S 1 -+ S are closed curves with Di ( I ) = D 2 ( I ), then Di · D 2 is 
the closed curve given by 
if Im(.::)?0, 
if Im(z)<O, (3) 
for zES1 . We call a closed curve D: Si -+S doubly odd (with respect to G, 
Ci, ... , Cd if D=D 1 ·D2 for some closed curves Di, D 2 satisfying 
k 
cr(G, Di)"$. I cr(C;, Di) (mod 2), 
i=i (4) 
k 
cr(G, D2 ) "$. I cr(C;, D2 ) (mod 2). 
i= l 
It is easy to see that the conditions (I ) are necessary conditions. The 
essence of the theorem is sufficiency of (I ). 
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Studying disjoint curves of given homotopies ongmates from two 
different sources. One source is the series of papers on Graph Minors by 
Robertson and Seymour, in which problems on disjoint paths are studied 
with the help of surfaces and homotopy ( cf. [ 15, 16] ). A second source is 
the layout of VLSI-circuits, in which disjoint connections have to be made 
between sets of pins in a large planar graph. Again, this problem is handled 
with the help of homotopy ( cf. [3, 8, 11] ). 
In this paper we first give in Section 2 an auxiliary theorem on integer 
solutions to certain systems of linear inequalities, and in Section 3 some 
preliminaries on surfaces. In Section 4 we give a proof of the theorem. 
2. AN AUXILIARY THEOREM ON LINEAR lNEQUAUTIES 
A basic ingredient of our proof is a theorem on the existence of an 
integer solution to a certain system of linear inequalities. 
Let W be a finite set, and let M be a set of pairs partitioning W (so M 
forms a perfect matching on W). Denote pq := { p, q} and pp := { p }. Let 
E := {pqJ p, qE W}. (5) 




be a "'length" function. We want to know if there exists a function 
i/J: W--> Z such that 
(i) i/J(p)+t/J(q)=O 
(ii) i/J(p)+t/J(q)~)"(pq) 
if pqE M, 
if pq E £. 
(7) 
This amounts to solving a certain system of linear inequalities in integers. 
To characterize the existence of such a function i/J, call a sequence 
(8) 
an alternating cycle if p0 = P2d and P2; Pi;+ 1 EM for i = 0, ... , d - 1. The idea 
is a cycle of form 
(9) 
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where double lines indicate edges in M, and single lines indicate edges in 
E. Vertices (and edges) among (8) may coincide, so (9) is not the general 
picture. 
The length of (8) is, by definition, 
d 
I A(P2;- 1 P2J (10) 
i=l 
We call (8) doubly odd if there exists a number t such that 
(i) Po=P2r+ l• 
t d (11) 
(ii) I A.(P2;-1 P2;) is odd and I A.(pz;_ 1 P2;) is odd. 
i= 1 i= t+ 1 
Here "odd" implies finiteness. The idea is a figure of the form 




P,s p I p 5 (12) 
pi[ PIO 
P,. p 6 
p pl2 p9 p8 p 13 7 
(here t = 5, d = 9; again points may coincide). 
Now one has: 
AUXILIARY THEOREM. Given A.: E ~ l u {co}, there exists a function 
if;: W ~d.. satisfying (7), if and only if: 
(i) each alternating cycle has nonnegatiue length; 
(ii) each doubly odd alternating cycle has positive length. 
(13) 
Proof I. Necessity. Suppose function if;: W ~ Z satisfying (7) exists. 
Then for each alternating cycle ( 8) one has 
d d d 
I A(P2;-1P2Y~ I (t/!(P2;-1)+if;(p2;))= I (t/J(Pi; 2l+ifi(P2i--1l)=O 
i= 1 i= 1 i=l 
(14) 
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(using (7) and the fact that p 0 = p 2d ). Moreover, if ( 8) satisfies ( 11) then: 
t t 
I ),(P2; 1P2;)?- I (l/J(P2; 1l+t/l(P2;)) 
i= I i= I 
t 
=l/J(pi)+ I (l/J(P2;~2l+l/J(p2;-tl)+l/J(P2,)=2l/J(p1). 
i=2 
(15) 
Hence, by ( 11 )(ii), strict inequality should hold in (15 ), and therefore also 
in ( 14 ). So ( 8) has positive length. 
II. Sufficiency. The proof is by induction on I WI, the case I WI;::;; 2 
being trivial. Suppose ( 13) is satisfied, and I WI > 2. Choose p' q' EM. Let 
W' := W\ {p', q' }, E' := {pqlp, qE W'}, M:=M\{p'q'}. (16) 
Define A': E'-+ Z u { oo} by: 
).'(pq) := min{A(pq), ).(pp')+ }..(q'q), }..(pq') + }..(p'q), 
).(pp')+ ).(q 1q 1 ) + J,.(p'q), J,.(pq') + ).(p 1p 1 ) + }..(q' q) }. ( 17) 




from p to q. Also the case p = q is included in ( 17 ). ) 
It is straightforward to see that A' again satisfies (13). Hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, there exists a function if/: W'-+ Z so that 
(i) 1f/(p)+l/J 1(q)=O 
(ii) l/1 1(p)+l/1 1(q)o:;;A 1(pq) 
if pqE M', 
if pqE E'. 
( 19) 
We define t{l(p) := l/J'(p) for each p E W'. This choice satisfies all 
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inequalities in (7) not containing p' or q'. Next we should choose integer 
values for tjl(p') and tjl(q') so that the inequalities in (7) containing p' or 
q' are satisfied. So t/J( p') and t/I( q') should satisfy 
lf;(p') + lj;(q') = 0, 
l/J(p') + l/J(p)::::; .l.(pp' ), 
21/J(p')::::; .l.(p'p'), 
for all p E W', 
ijJ(q')+t/J(q)::;;).(qq'), forall qEW', 
2l/J(q')::::; ).(q' q' ), 
l/J(p') + ijJ(q')::::; ).(p'q'). 
(20) 
We can delete the last inequality, since J..(p' q') ~ 0 (as the alternating cycle 
(p', q', p') has nonnegative length, by (13)(i)). So (20) is equivalent to 
max (t/J(q)-A.(qq'))::;; -tjl(q')=i/J(p')::;; min. (A(pp')-1/J(p)), 
q E W' p E W ( 21 ) 
-V-(q'q')::::: -1/J(q'J = t/J(p'J::::: !).(p'p'J. 
Nowby(17) 
max (l/J(q)-J.(qq'))::;;min ().(pp')-if;(p)), 
qE W' PEW' 





-~J..(q'q')::::; ~J..(p'p') (23) 
by (13)(i) applied to the alternating cycle (p', q', q',p',p'). It implies that 
we can find integer values for t/J(p') and l/J(q') satisfying (21 ), except if 
-.l.(q'q')=A.(p'p') and is odd. But this is excluded by (13)(ii) applied to 
the doubly odd alternating cycle (p', q', q', p', p'). I 
3. PRELIMINARIES ON SURFACES 
We give a brief review of some facts on surfaces, focusing on results used 
in the proof of our theorem. We refer to Ahlfors and Sario [ 1 ], Fenn [5 ], 
Massey [9], Moise [10], and Seifert and Threlfall [17] for more extensive 
treatments. 
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Surfaces form a class of spaces which are well under control topologi-
cally. In this paper we mean by a surface a triangu/ab!e surface. By a 
theorem of Rad6 [ 13] this is not a restriction for compact surfaces. Beside 
the compact surfaces, we consider in our proof only three other, noncom-
pact, surfaces, viz.: 
- the complex plane; 
- the annulus; (24) 
- the (open) Mobius strip. 
The annulus arises from IR x [O, 1] by identifying (x, 0) and (x, 1 ), for each 
x E IR. The (open) Mobius strip arises from IR x [O, 1] by identifying (x, 0) 
and ( - x, 1 ), for each x E IR. 
Dehn and Heegaard [ 4] classified all compact surfaces as those spaces 
obtained from the 2-sphere by adding a finite number of handles or a finite 
number of "cross-caps." By a theorem of Poincare [12], the 2-sphere and 
the complex plane are the only surfaces with trivial fundamental group. By 
a theorem of von Kerekjart6 [7], the annulus and the Mobius strip are the 
only surfaces with infinite cyclic fundamental group (cf. [6, 14]). 
The triangulability of the surfaces enables us to apply the theory of 
"simplicial approximation," by which topological homotopy of curves 
can be reduced to combinatorial homotopy of curves in a (fine enough) 
triangular grid on the surface (see Seifert and Threlfall [ 17:4. Kap.]). 
Paths and Closed Curves 
A path on S is a continuous function P: [O, 1] -+ S. It is said to go from 
P(O) to P( 1 ). If P and Q are paths on S with P( 1) = Q(O), then P · Q is the 
path defined by 
{ P(2x) (P. Q)(x) := Q(2x- 1) 
if O~x~!, 
if !<x~ 1. (25) 
Similarly one defines P 1 · ••• ·P,, (if Pi_ 1(l)=P;(O) for i=2, ... ,n) and 
P" (if P(l) = P(O) and n EN). Moreover, p- 1 is the path with P 1(x) := 
P(l-x) for xE [O, 1]. 
As mentioned before, a closed curve on S is a continuous function 
C: S1 -+ S (where S1 denotes the unit circle in C ). If C and D are closed 
curves on S with C( 1) = D( 1 ), then C · D is the closed curve defined by 
if Im(z);:::;, 0, 
if lm(z) < 0, (26) 
for z E S 1. For n E Z, closed curve C" is defined by C"(z) := C(zn) for z E S 1. 
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Homotopy 
Two paths P, Q: [O, 1] __.. S are called homo topic (on S), if there exists a 
continuous function <P: [O, 1] x [O, 1] __.. S such that 
<P(x, 0) = P(x ), 
<P(O, x) = P(O ), 
<P(x, l) = Q(x ), 
4>(1, x)= P(l), 
(27) 
for all xE[O, l]. In particular, P(O)=Q(O) and P(l)=Q(l). This defines 
an equivalence relation on paths, denoted by ~. Path P is called null-
homotopic if P is homotopic to a constant function (in particular, 
P(O) = P(l )). 
Similarly, two closed curves C, D: S 1 __.. S are called freely homo topic, 
or just homo topic (on S), if there exists a continuous function 
<P: S 1 x [O, 1] __.. S such that 
<P(z,O)=C(z), <P(z, l)=D(z) (28) 
for all z ES 1 . Again this defines an equivalence relation, denoted by ~. 
Closed curve C is called null-homotopic if C is homotopic to a constant 
function. 
Denote 
hom(P) :=homotopy class of P; 
Hom(p, q) :=set of homotopy classes of paths from p to q. 
(29) 
Now the product hom(P) ·hom(Q) := hom(P · Q), for paths P and Q from 
p top, is well-defined, and turns Hom(p, p) into a group, the fundamental 
group. As an abstract group it is independent of the choice of p in S. 
A surface is called simply connected if its fundamental group consists 
of one element only. It means that each closed curve on the surface is 
null-homotopic. 
The fundamental groups of the compact surfaces are well-described, and 
it follows that if S is compact surface, and S is not the projective plane, 
then the fundamental group of Sis torsion-free. In other words: 
if S is a compact surface not equal to the projective plane, 
and C is a closed curve on S with C" null-homotopic for 
some n ~ 2, then C is null-homotopic. (30) 
Covering Surfaces 
A covering surface of a surface Sis a pair S', rr, where S' is a surface and 
n: S'-+ S maps S' onto S so that each point p of S has a neighbourhood 
N ~ C such that for each component K of rr- 1 [N] one has that rr I K is a 
homeomorphism from K onto N. The map n is called the projection 
function of the covering surface. 
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A well-known example of a covering surface of the torus S 1 x S 1 is the 
pair IR 2 , n, where 
n(x, y) := (exp(2nix), exp(2niy)), for (x, y) E IR 2. (31) 
(By i we denote the imaginary unit.) It corresponds to cutting the torus 
open, so as to obtain a square, and next sticking infinitely many copies of 
it together so as to obtain a tesselation of IR 2 by squares. 
Another covering surface of the torus is the pair IR x S 1 , n, where 
n(x, z) := (exp(2nix), z) for (x, z) E IR x S 1 • (32) 
It corresponds to cutting the torus open along a circle, so as to obtain a 
cylinder, and next sticking infinitely many copies of it together, so as to 
obtain the infinitely long cylinder IR x S 1 (~the annulus). 
If we consider the projective plane as obtained from the 2-sphere S 2 by 
identifying antipodal points, we have that S2 , n is a covering surface of the 
projective plane (where n is the identification map). 
Two covering surfaces S', n and S", n' of Sare called isomorphic if there 
exists a homeomorphism </J: S' --> S" such that n' o <P = n. 
The Universal Covering Surface 
If S', n is a covering surface of Sand S' is simply connected, then S', n 
is called a universal covering surface of S. In fact, it is unique, up to 
isomorphism. Therefore, one can speak of the universal covering surface 
of S. 
For example, IR 2, n (with n as in (31)) is the universal covering surface 
of the torus. Similarly, the 2-sphere, with n as above, is the universal 
covering surface of the projective plane. Moreover, S 2 , id is the universal 
covering surface of 5 2 (where id denotes the identity map). 
In fact, one has the following helpful result: 
if S is a compact surface, not equal to the 2-sphere or the 
projective plane, and S', n is the universal covering surface 
of S, then S' is homeomorphic to the complex plane IC. (33) 
This was shown by Schwarz and by Poincare [ 12]. It means that copies 
of the "fundamental polygon" of any compact surface (except the 2-sphere 
and the projective plane) can be stuck together so as to form a space 
homeomorphic to the complex plane C. 
Lifting of Paths and Closed Curves 
An important property of covering surfaces is the capability of "lifting" 




if P:[O, 1]--+S is a path on Sand pEn:- 1(P(O)), then 
there exists a unique path P': [O, 1] --+S' with P'(O)=p 
and n: o P' = P. (34) 
Path P' is called a lifting of P to S'. 
Similarly one has 
if C: S 1 --+ S is a closed curve on S and p E n: - 1 ( C( 1 ) ), then 
there exists a unique map C': IR--+ S' with C'(O) = p and 
n:oC'(x)=C(exp(2n:ix)) for all XEIR. (35) 
Again, C' is called a lifting of C to S'. 
Crossings of Closed Curves 
We finally study the number of crossings of closed curves on a compact 
surface S. Let C and D be closed curves on S, having a finite number of 
intersections. Let S', n: be the universal covering surface of S. Then: 
PROPOSITION. If each lifting of C to S' crosses each lifting of D to S' at 
most once, then cr(C, D)=mincr(C, D). 
Proof By the theory of simplicial approximation there exist triangula-
tions I' and L1 of S such that I' and L1 have only a finite number of inter-
sections, such that C is part of I' and D is part of A, and such that 
mincr(C, D) is attained by closed curves C in I' and i5 in LJ. Moreover, C 
and iJ arise from C and D by shifting over triangles of I' and L1, respec-
tively. 
Define 
X( C, D) :=set of crossings of C and D. (36) 
For any closed curve B: S 1 --+ S and y, y' ES 1 , call a path P: [O, 1] --+ S 
a y- y' walk along B if there exist x, x' E IR such that 
(i) y = exp(2n:ix), y' = exp(2n:ix'), 
(ii) P(A.) = B(exp(2n:i( (1 -A.)x + A.x') ), 
Define an equivalence relation on X( C, D) by 
for AE[O, 1]. 
(y, z) ~ (y', z') <=>some y- y' walk along C is homotopic 
(37) 
to some z -z' walk along D. (38) 
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Define 
odd( C, D) :=number of equivalence classes of~ with 
an odd number of elements. ( 39) 
Now odd( C, D) is invariant under shifts of C and D over triangles of I' and 
L1, respectively, as one easily checks. Hence if C and D attain miner( C, D), 
then 
miner( C, D) = er( C, D) ~ odd( E, D) = odd( C, D ). ( 40) 
However, if each lifting of C to S' crosses each lifting of D to S' at most 
once, then odd(C,D)=cr(C,D), since each equivalence class of~ then 
contains exactly one element. Hence we have that er( C, D) = 
miner( C, D ). I 
In fact, using a theorem of Baer [2] it can be shown that the condition 
given in the Proposition is near to a necessary condition for the property 
er( C, D) = miner( C, D ). 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
I. Necessity 
Let (\, .. ., Ek be pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in G so that C; 
is homotopic to C;, for i= 1, .. ., k. Clearly, this implies (l)(i). Condition 
( 1 )(ii) is also direct: 
k k 
cr(G, D);;?; L cr(C;, D) ~ L mincr(C;, D). (41) 
i= 1 i=l 
To see condition (l)(iii), let D=D 1 ·D2 be a doubly odd closed curve 
with D 1(1) = D2(1) ~G. So D 1 and D 2 satisfy (4 ). Now for each i = 1, .. ., k, 
(mod 2), (42) 
since the parity of the number of crossings of two curves is invariant under 
homotopic transformations. Hence by ( 4 )(i ), 
k 
cr(G, Di) "i= L cr(C;, Di) (mod 2). (43) 
i=l 
Since C 1 , .. ., Ek are pairwise disjoint we know that 
k 
cr(G, D1);;?; L cr(C;, Di), (44) 
i= 1 
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and hence, by (43), we should have strict inequality here. Therefore 
k k 
cr(G,D)=cr(G,Di)+cr(G,D 2 )> I cr(C;,D1)+ I cr(C;,D2) 
i= I i= l 
k k k 
= L cr(C;,D1·D2 )= I cr(C;,D)~ I mincr(C;,D). (45) 
;~1 i=l i= l 
II. Sufficiency 
Let (1) be satisfied. We first show: 
CLAIM 1. We may assume that each face of G ( = component of S\ G) is 
simply connected, i.e., homeornorphic to C. 
Proof By the triangulability of S, we can extend G to a graph G' 
embedded on S so that each face of G' is homeomorphic to C. Let us 
choose such a G' containing G, so that G' has a minimum number of edges. 
One easily checks that G' satisfies ( l) again. Moreover 
for each edge e of G' not in G there is a closed curve D on 
S crossing e once, and not having any other intersection 
with G'. ( 46) 
To see this, Jet F and F' be the faces of G" incident to e. If F= F', then 
clearly a closed curve D as required exists. If F # F', deleting e from G' 
would join F and F' to a face homeomorphic to C, contradicting the 
minimality of G'. 
Now assuming the theorem to hold for graphs with all faces simply 
connected, we know that G' contains pairwise disjoint simple closed curves 
C1, ... ,Ck so that C; is homotopic to C; for i= 1, ... , k. We show that 
Cl, ... , ck in fact are in G. 
Suppose to the contrary that C; uses some edge e of G' not in G. Let D 
be as in (46). Then cr(C;, D) = 1, and hence mincr(C;, D) is odd, and 
hence is also equal to 1. This gives 
k 
cr(G,D)=O< I mincr(C;, D), (47) 
i= l 
contradicting (1 )(ii). I 
So we assume that each face of G is simply connected. Next we observe 
that the theorem is trivial if S is the 2-sphere. Moreover, the theorem is 
easy if S is the projective plane: in that case, k ~ 1, since any two non-null-
homotopic closed curves cross. Since each face of G is simply connected, it 
fol~ows that G contains a simple non-null-homotopic closed curve, which 
is C 1. 
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So from now on we assume that S is not the 2-sphere or the projective 
plane. (This allows us to use below the facts that the universal covering 
surface of S is homeomorphic to C, and that for each closed curve C on 
S, if C" is null-homotopic for some n ~ 2, then C itself is null-homotopic.) 
As each face of G is simply connected, we can pass to the dual graph G* 
of G. So G* is obtained from G by putting a vertex F* in each face F of 
G, connecting two of these vertices F*, H* by an edge e* crossing edge e 
of G, if F and H both are incident to e. (It might create a loop if F= His 
incident to e at both sides of e.) 
Now the existence of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves (\, ... , Ck in 
G such that Ci ~ Ci for i = 1, ... , k is equivalent to 
there exist pairwise disjoint simple closed curves C 1, •.• , Ck 
on S, not intersecting V(G*), such that C;~ ci for 
i = 1, ... , k, and such that each face of G* is passed through 
at most once by E1, ... , ck (48) 
(i.e., so that for each face F of G* the set F n U 7 = 1 Ci[S 1 ] has at most one 
component). Here V( G*) denotes the vertex set of G*. 
Moreover, condition ( 1) for G is equvalent to almost the same condition 
for G*: 
(i) there exist pairwise disjoint simple closed curves 
E1' ... ,ck ons such that c, is homotopic to ci for 
i= 1, ... , k; 
(ii) for each closed curve D: S 1 ---+ S, 
k 
cr(G*, D)~ I mincr(C,, D); 
i= 1 
(iii) for each doubly odd closed curve D = D 1 • D 2 : 
S 1 ---+S with Di(l)=D2 (l)E V(G*), 
k 
cr(G*, D) > I mincr(C,, D). 
i=l 
(49) 
This follows from the fact that each closed curve D in ( 1 ) and ( 49) may 
be assumed not to intersect any edge of G of G*. This implies 
cr(G, D) = cr(G*, D). 
So it suffices to show that ( 49) implies ( 48 ), and the remainder of this 
paper is devoted to this. To simplify notation: 
from now on we write G for G*. (50) 
By ( 49 )(i) we may assume that C 1 , ... , Ck themselves are pairwise disjoint 
and simple. We can also assume that C 1 , •.• , Ck do not intersect any vertex 
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of G. Moreover, we can assume that each face of G is passed only a finite 
number of times-that is, er( G, C;) is finite for i = l, ... , k. This follows by 
the theory of simplicial approximation, since we can take G, C 1 , .•• , Ck in 
one common triangulation of S. 
Consider now some face F of G, together with all curves C; traversing F. 
For example: 
(51) 
Consider the components of 
(52) 
i=l 
which we call the curve parts on F. For each curve part P let Ip be a "short" 
line segment in F crossing P, and not intersecting any other curve part. We 
do this in such a way that if P =/: P' then IP and IP' are disjoint. 
E.g., ( 51 ) becomes 
(53) 
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We do this for each face of G. Define 
!i' :=collection of all line segments chosen; 
W :=collection of end points of line segments in !i'. 
(54) 
So I WI= 2 l!i'I. We call two points in W mates if they are end points of 
one common line segment in !i'. Define 
M:= {pqlp and q are mates}. 
(As in Section 2, we denote { p, q} by pq.) 
We next show that there exists a function l/J: W--> Z satisfying 
where 
(i) l/J(p) + l/J(q) = 0 
(ii) l/J(p)+l/J(q)~l.(pq) 
if p and q are mates; 
for all p, qE W, 
A.(pq) :=min (cr(G, P)-1), 
p 
the minimum ranging over 
all paths P connecting p and q, which are 
(i) homotopic to some path in S\U:= 1 C;[S1 ], but 





We take A.(pq) =co if no such path P exists. This occurs when p and q 
belong to different components of S\U7= 1 C;[S1 ] and also when each path 
connecting p and q is homotopic to some path in u;= I C;[S1Juu/e.S!'1. If 
p and q are end points of 1, l' E !i' intersecting different closed curves C; and 
C;., then condition (58)(ii) is automatically satisfied. 
The integers l/J(p) form an indication of how far we must shift the corre-
sponding closed curves to obtain the closed curves required by (48 ). 
Before showing that integers l/J(p) satisfying (56) exist (with the help of 
the auxiliary theorem in Section 2 ), we interpret ( 56) in terms of the 
universal covering surface S', n: of S. Since C 1 , ••• , Ck are pairwise disjoint, 
simple, and non-null-homotopic, and since S is not the 2-sphere and not 
the projective plane we have: 
CLAIM 2. (i) Each lifting of each C; is a one-to-one function. 
(ii) If i -:f. i' then any lifting of C; is disjoint from any lifting of Ci'. 
(iii) If c; and c;' are liftings of C;, then either they are disjoint, or 
there exists an n E Z so that for all x E IR, c;(x + n) = C;'(x). 
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Proof (i) follows from the fact that each C; is non-null-homotopic, 
and hence C7 is non-null-homotopic, for each n ;;<: 2. 
(ii) follows from the fact that C 1, ••• ,Ck are pairwise disjoint. 
(iii) follows from the fact that each C; is simple. For suppose that say 
C;(y) = c;'(z) for some y, ze !R. Then 
C;(exp(2niy)) =(no c;)(y) = (n° C;')(z) = C;(exp(2rriz)). (59) 
Hence exp(2niy)=exp(2rriz) (as C; is simple), and therefore y=z+n for 
some ne"l. We show that c;(x+n)=C;'(x) for all xelR. 
Let D:S1 -+S be defined by D(w):=C;(w·exp(2rriy)) for weS 1 , 
D':IR-+S' by D'(x):=C;(x+y) for xelR, and D":IR-+S' by D"(x):= 
C;'(x + z) for x E IR. Then D' and D" are liftings of D to S' with 
D'(O) = D"(O). By the uniqueness of liftings it follows that D' = D", 
implying that c;(x+n)=C;'(x) for all XEIR. I 
Let .tit denote the collection of images of all liftings of all C; to S', that 
is, 
vlt := { C;[IR] I c; is a lifting of C; to S', for some i E { 1, ... , k} }. (60) 
For simplicity, we also call the sets in .tit liftings. 
Define 
G' :=rr- 1[G], 
V' := n - 1 [ V]. 
(61) 
Then G' is an infinite graph, with vertex set V', embedded on S' so that V' 
is discrete. 
If line segment l E ff' crosses C;, then each component of rr- 1 [/] is a line 
segment crossing some lifting of C;. Define 
ff'' := U set of components of n - 1 [/], 
/efl' (62) 
For each line segment I E ff'', there exists a unique lifting LE .tit crossing /. 
If p and q are the end points of I E ff'', then n(p) and n( q) are the end 
points of n:[l]. Again, we call p and q mates. 
Now, for p, qe W, we can describe J..(pq) in terms of S', n, with 
J..(pq)=min (cr(G', P')-1), 
P' 
(63) 
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where P' ranges over all paths in S' connecting points p', q' e W' such that 
(i) n(p')=p, n(q') = q; 
(ii) p' and q' belong to the same component of 
S'\ULe.u L; 
(iii) p' and q' are end points of line segments in ft" 
crossing different liftings in vlt. ( 64) 
(cr(G', P') denotes the number of times P' intersects G'.) 
This follows from the facts that for each P' in the range of (63) the path 
P :=no P' is in the range of (57), and that conversely for each path P in 
the range of ( 57) any lifting P' of P to S' is in the range of ( 63 ). Moreover, 
cr(G', P') = cr(G, P). 
Having given this interpretation of A.(pq), we show that our auxiliary 
theorem in Section 2 applies to ( 56 ). 
CLAIM 3. The function A. satisfies ( 13 ). 
Proof Let 
(65) 
be an alternating cycle with respect to M. In order to check ( 13 ), we may 
assume that A.(p1 _ 1 p1) is finite for each evenj. 
For j odd, let P1 be the path following the line segment in Y from p1 _ 1 
to p1. For j even, let Q1 be a path in S\U~= 1 C;[S,] from p1 _ 1 to p1 not 
homotopic to any path in U7= 1 C;[S 1JuU 1e.'f'/. Let P1 be a path 
homotopic to Q1 with the property that 
A.(P;-1P)=cr(G, P1)-1. (66) 
Such Q1 and P1 exist by the definition of A(p1 _ 1 p1). 
Let D and B be the closed curves following 
P 1 ·P2 ·P3 ·P4 • ••• ·P2t1_ 1 ·P2d and P 1 ·Q2 ·P3 ·Q4 • ... ·P2d_,·Q2t1, 
(67) 
respectively. So D and B are homotopic. We now first show: 
SUBCLAIM 3a. For i = 1, ... , k: er( C;, B) =miner( C;, B). 
Proof WL:~ = 1 er( C;, B) ~ 1, the subclaim is trivial. So we may assume 
k L cr(C;, B) ~ 2. (68) 
i= I 
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By the proposition in Section 3 it suffices to show that any lifting c; of C; 
to the universal covering surface S' intersects any lifting B' of B to S' at 
most once. 
Suppose c; intersects B' more than once, say c;(y) = B'(x) and 




We may assume that we have chosen i, x, x', y, y' so that x' -x is as small 
as possible. Then 
no lifting Ci-: of any Cr to S' has a crossing with B' on the 
interval (x, x'). (70) 
Indeed, suppose C;--: crosses B' at B'(x") with x" E (x, x'). Then 
C;--: [IR] # c;[IR], since otherwise we could decrease x' -x to x" -x. So by 
Claim 2, Ci-: and c; are disjoint. Since part [x, x'] of B' forms a closed 
curve on S' with part [y, y'] of c;, C;--: should have a second crossing 
with B', say at B'(x"'), with x"' E (x, x'). However, Ix"' - x"I < x' - x, 
contradicting the minimality of x' - x. This shows (70 ). 
In particular we have x' - x < 1 (since B' also has a crossing with some 
lifting of C; at x + 1, and since ( 68) holds). So 
(noB')I [x, x'] (71) 
is the part of B in between two consecutive crossings with C;, having no 
other crossings with any C; on this part. So this part contains a Q1 (with 
j even), connecting two line segments /', I" crossing C;. Since B' I [x, x'] is 
homotopic on S' to c; I [y, y'], it follows that Q1 is homotopic to some 
path contained in C;[S1] u /' u /"-a contradiction. I 
Next one has: 
SUBCLAIM 3b. L,~= 1 A.(Pi1_ 1 p 21 )=cr(G, D)-L,~= 1 mincr(C;, D). 
Proof First note that 
k 
I, er( C;, B) = d, 
i= I 
(72) 
as for odd j, P1 follows some I E ff!, and hence crosses the C; once, and for 
even j, Q1 is disjoint from every C;. 
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This implies 
.Ji A(P2j-1P21)= 1t1 (cr(G, P21)- 1) =et cr(G, P 2)]- d 
k 
=cr(G, D)-d=cr(G, D)- L cr(C;, B) 
i= I 
k 
=cr(G, D)- L mincr(C;, B) 
i= I 
k 




Subclaim 3b shows that condition ( 13 )(i) directly follows from condition 
(49)(ii). To see (13)(ii), let (65) be doubly odd. We have to show it has 
positive length. Since (65) is doubly odd, there exists a t such that 
(i) Po=P2r+I• P1 =p2,; 
t 




L (cr(G,P4 )-l)isodd. 
i=t+I 
Let D 3 and D 4 be the closed curves on S following the 'closed' paths 
(75) 
respectively. So D3(l)=D4(1). We can identify D with D 3 -D4 • However, 
D 3( 1) = D 4( 1) is not a vertex of G, so we cannot appeal directly to condi-
tion ( 49 )(iii). Therefore, we consider the closed curve 
(76) 
We can decompose R 3 as R 1 -R2 so that R 1 and R2 are paths with 
R 1( 1) = R 2(0) being a vertex of G (assuming without loss of generality that 
R 3 intersects G only in vertices of G): 
(77) 
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Let D 1 and D 2 be the closed curves following the "closed" paths 
and Rj I. R4. R1' (78) 
respectively. Now D 1( I)= R 2(0) = R 1(l) = D 2( 1) is a vertex of G. Further-
more: 
SUBLAIM 3c. D 1 • D 2 is doubly odd. 
Proof By (74)(ii) we have 
cr(G,D 1)=2cr(G,R2 )+cr(G,R4 )-3 i:. cr(G, R 4 ) 
d 
= L cr(G,P 2i)i=d-t (mod 2). 
j=t+I 
Moreover, 
k k u L cr(C;, D 1)= L cr(C;, D4)= L 
i= 1 i=l j=2t+2 i= I 
d k 
= I I cr(C;, P21 i)=d-t-1 (mod 2). 
(79) 
(80) 
This follows from the fact that D 1 and D4 are homotopic, from (75), and 
from the fact that L.7= 1 er( C;, P21 _1) = 1 or all j, while L.7 = 1 er( C;, P2) = k • 
. 
Li=I cr(C1, Q21)=0 (mod2) for all.J. 
Combining (79) and (80) gives 
k 
cr(G,D 1) i:. L cr(C1,D1) 
i= l 
Similarly one has 
k 
cr(G, D 2 ) i:. L cr(C;, D2 ) 
i= I 
So D 1 · D2 is doubly odd. I 




2 · L A(P2i-1 P21) = cr(G, D 3 · D4 • D; 1 • D 4 ) 
j=I 
k 





= cr(G, D1 ·D 2)- L mincr(C;, D 1 • D2 ) >0, (83) 
i= I 
by (49)(iii). This shows condition (13)(ii). I 
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Hence, by the auxiliary theorem, we know that there exist integers tjJ(p) 
satisfying (56 ). We assume we have taken such t/J(p) with 
I 11/J(p)I (84) 
PEW 
as small as possible. We next show 
CLAIM 4. Let P be a path on S connecting p, q E W which is both 
homotopic to a path in S\U~= 1 C;[S1] and homotopic to a path in 
U~=t C;[S1JuU1eY/. Then 
l/J(p)-1/J(q)~cr(G, P). (85) 
Proof Suppose (85) does not hold. Let p and fj denote the mates of p 
and q, respectively. So l/J(p) = -1/J(p) and tjJ(q) = -1/J(q). Let P be the path 
obtained from P by extending P over the line segments pp and qfj in .!£'. 
Then 
t/J(p)-t/J(q)>cr(G, P), 
t/J(q)-1/J(p) >er( G, P) =er( G, P). (86) 
Hence, by symmetry, we may assume that 11/J(q)I = 11/J(ij)I;;:::: lt/J(p)I = 
lt/J(fi)I. Since tjJ(q)-tjJ(p) > 0, it follows that l/J(fj) > 0. Hence tjJ(q) < 0. 
Now let i{!: W-+ ~ be defined by 
i{!(q) := l/J(q)- 1, 
i{!(q):=l/J(q)+l, (87) 
i{!(r):=l/J(r) forall reW\{q,q}. 
We show that if! again is a solution of (56 ), contradicting the minimality 
of (84). 
We only have to check those inequalities among (56)(ii) containing i{!(q). 
Let r E W, and let Q be a path on S connecting q and r, so that Q is 
homotopic to some path in S\U7= 1 C;[S1], but not homotopic to any 
path in U7=t C;[S1JuU1ey/. We must show that 
i{!(q)+i{!(r)~cr(G, Q)-1. (88) 
582b 51'1·1 l 
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If r -=I q then 
l/f(q) + l/f(r) = if!(q) + 1 + if!(r) = (l/!(q )- t/!(p)) + (l/!(p) + if!(r)) + I 
~ (-cr(G, P)- I)+ (cr(G, r I. Q)-1) + 1 
= cr(G, Q)- 1. 
If r = q then 
l/f(q) + ~(r) = if!(q) + if!(q) + 2 = 2(1/J(q) -1/!(p)) + ( l/J(p) + l/J(p)) + 2 
~ 2( -cr(G, P)- 1) + (cr(G, p- 1 • Q · P)- 1) + 2 
(89) 
=cr(G,Q)-1. I (90) 
We now want to shift the C; over distances given by if!. For any lifting 
L E J1 and any face F of G' define 
IIL(F) := min (cr(G', P)-1/!(n(P(O)))), 
p 
where P ranges over all paths P: [O, 1] -> S' satisfying 
(i) P(O) is an end point of a line segment m !f'' 
crossing L; 
(ii) P crosses L an even number of times; 
(iii) P( l ) E F. 
Since i/l takes only a finite number of values, (91) is well-defined. Let 
(91) 
(92) 
UL :=collection of faces F of G' with II L(F) = 0. (93) 
We next show: 
CLAIM 5. If L', L" E .4{ with L' -=I L", then UL' n UL''= 0, 
Proof Suppose FE UL' n UL". So TI L'(F) = flc,(F) = 0. Let P' and P" 
attain the minimum in (91) with respect to L' and L", respectively. So 
cr(G', P') = l/J(rr(P'(O))), 
cr(G', P") = l/J(n(P"(O))), 
(94) 
Let I' and /" be the line segments in !/!' so that P'(O) and P"(O) are end 
points of/' and /", respectively, Let Q be a path in F from P'( 1) to P"(l ). 
So er( G', Q) = 0. Consider the path 
(95) 
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We may assume that this path, when it crosses any lifting LE,,#, then it 
crosses L over one of the line segments in!!''. 
The liftings L' and L" divide S' (which is homeomorphic to C) into three 
parts. Hence there are four possible types of positions of P'(O) and P"(O) 























Denote by L 1 , ... , L, the liftings in A "separating" L' and L": 
L' L" 
Define L 0 := L' and L,+ 1 := L". 





Case A. Configuration (96)(a) applies. We can split path P'. Q. (P")- 1 
as 
(98) 
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where I; is a path passing a line segment crossing Li from left to right in 
(96), for j = 1, ... , t. E.g., for t = 4, 
(99) 
0 
Now, by inequality (58)(ii), using (63), 
for j=O, ... ,t. (100) 
Hence 
cr(G', P')+cr(G', P")=cr(G', P' ·Q ·(P")- 1 ) 
I I 
= L cr(G',R1)~ L (t/l(rr(R1(0)))+t/l(n(R1 (1)))+1) 
)=0 i= 0 
= t + 1 + t/l(n(R 0(0))) + t/l(n(R,(I ))) 
= t+ 1 + t/l(n(P'(O))) + t/l(n(P"(O))) 
> t/l(n(P'(O))) + l/J(n(P"(O))), ( 101) 
where we use the fact that t{l(n(R1( 1))) = -t/l(n(R1+ 1 (0 )) ) for .i = 0, ... , t -1. 
This contradicts (94 ). 
Case B. Configuration (96 )(b) applies. By (92 )(ii) applied to P' and L' 
we know that P'(l) is at the left side of L'. So we can split Q. (P")- 1 as 
(102) 
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where Ii is path passing a line segment crossing Li from left to right in (96 ), 
for j = 0, ... , t. E.g., for t = 4, 
(103) 
Since n c(F) ~ 0 we know that 
cr(G', R_ i)-t/J(n(R _1(1 ))) ~O. (104) 
Moreover, again (100) holds. Hence 
I 
cr(G',P")=cr(G',Q·(P")- 1)= L cr(G',Ri) 
j= -1 
I 
~t/l(rr(R __ 1(1)))+ L (t/l(rr(Ri(O)))+t/l(rr(Ri(l)))+l) 
j=O 
=t+ 1 +t/l(n(R,(1))) 
=t+ 1 +t/l(n(P"(O)))>t/l(n(P"(O))). (105) 
This contradicts (94 ). 
Case C. Configuration (96)(c) applies. This case is similar to Case B. 
Case D. Configuration (96 )( d) applies. We can split Q as 
R_ 1 ·l0 ·R0 ·11 ·R 1 ·12 • ••• ·R,_ 1 ·l,·R,·l,+ 1 ·R,+ 1, (106) 
where, again I; is a path passing a line segment crossing L1 from left to right 
in (96), for)= 0, ... , t + 1. 
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Since II L'(F) =II L"(F) = 0 we know 
er( G', R _ 1 )- t/t(n:(R -1( l))) ~ 0, 
cr(G', R,+ 1)-1/J(n(R,+ 1(0))) ~ 0. 
Moreover, again (100) holds. Hence, 
t+ I 
O=cr(G',Q)= L cr(G',Rj) 
1= -1 
~i/J(n:(R_ 1 (1 ))) +et (t/t(n(R;(O))) + l/f(n(R/l ))) + l) 
+l/t(n(R,+ 1(0)))=t+1 >0, 
a contradiction. I 
( 107) 
(108) 
We next describe how to shift C;. We fix some i E { 1, ... , k} (this i will be fixed until Claim 9 below). We construct a covering surface of S which, 
roughly speaking, arises from S' by "rolling up" S' along some lifting of C; 
to S'. 
More precisely, let c; be some lifting of C; to S'. Let p' :=C;(O). For 
n E "ll.., let q>,,: S' --+ S' be the unique homeomorphism of S' satisfying 
cp 11(p')=C;(n) and n;ocp,,=n. ( 109) 
Note that 
{<Pn\ne"ll..} (110) 
forms a group of automorphism which is infinitely cyclic. Define an equiv-
alence relation +-+ on S' by q +-+ r ~ 3n E "1l.. : cp 11(q) = r. In particular, if q +-+ r 
then n(q) = n(r). 
Now let S" be the quotient space obtained from S' by identifying equiv-
alent points. In particular, c; (x) and c; (x + n) are identified, for each 
x E IR and n E l.. 
The space S" is again a covering surface of S, with projection function 
n': S" --+ S given by: n' (( q)) := n:(q) (where ( .. ) denotes the class of .. ). Moreover, S' is a covering surface of S", with projection function 
n:": S'--+ S" given by n:"(q) := (q ). One has n:' 0 n" = n, or in diagram 
( 111) 
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Now S" has fundamental group isomorphic .to ( 110) and hence to the 
infinite cyclic group (cf. Massey [9, Chap. 5, Theorem 10.2]). Hence, 
topologically, S" is homeomorphic to the annulus or to the (open) 
Mobious strip (by von Kerekjart6's classification theorem [7] ). 
To fix a representation, let the annulus be obtained from ~ x [O, 1] by 
identifying (x, 0) and (x, 1 ), for each x e ~. Similarly, let the Mobius strip 
be obtained by identifying (x, 0) and ( -x, 1 ), for each xe ~-
Let P: [O, 1] -+ S" be defined by 
P(x) := (C;(x)) (forxe [O, 1]). (112) 
Then hom(P) generates the fundamental group of S". Hence we can 
assume that P forms the mid circle of the annulus or the Mobius strip. In 
the representation above, the mid circle is the image of { 0} x [O, 1] after 
identification. 
Since P( 0) = P( 1 ), we can consider P as a closed curve C:' : S 1 -+ S", i.e., 
c;'(exp(2nix)) := P(x) (for x E [0, 1] ). (113) 
So C;=n'°C;'. Hence C;' is a simple closed curve on S" (as C; is simple). 
Moreover, c; is a lifting of C,'.' to the universal covering surface S', n" 
of S", since n"°C;(x)= c;'(exp(2nix)) for all XE~. In fact, c; is the only 
lifting of C;' to S', up to translations of ~ over an integer distance: if 
C': ~-+ S' is a lifting of c;' to S', then there exists an n e Z with 
C'(x) = c;(x+n) for each xe ~-(Proof: Since C' and c; are liftings of C;, 
by (iii) of Claim 2 it suffices to show that C' and c; are not disjoint. Now 
C' being a lifting of C;' to S' means that n" o C'(x) = C;'(exp(2rrix)) for each 
xe~. Hence (C'(O))=C;'(l)=(C;(O)), implying that C'(O)=C;(n) for 
some n E Z.) 
Define 
G" := (n') 1 [G], 
V" := (n')- 1 [VJ. 
The G" is an infinite graph, with vertex set V". 
Let L := C;[~]. We next show: 
(114) 
CLAIM 6. S" contains a closed curve c;' homotopic (on S") to c;'' such 
that: 
(i) c;' does not pass through any vertex of G", and does not pass 
through any face of G" more than once; 
(ii) if Fis a.face of G" so that C;' passes through n"[F], then Fe UL. 
~--------------------------~----~-
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Proof Denote 
51' :=set of components of (n')- 1 l U 1], 
IE Y' ( 115) 
W" :=(n')- 1 [W]. 
So 51'" is a (generally infinite) collection of line segments, and W" is the 
collection of end points of line segments in !!'". 
Let V0 be the collection of vertices v of G" with the property that there 
exists a path P: [O, 1] -> S" satisfying 
(i) P(O) is an end point of one of the line segments in 
51'" crossing c;'; 
(ii) P crosses c;' an even number of times; ( 116) 
(iii) P(l) = v; 
(iv) cr(G", P) ~ i/J(n'(P(O))). 
(Note that (iv) implies i/J(n' (P(O))) > 0.) The set V 0 is finite, since there are 
only a finite number of line segments in !!'" crossing c;' and since each face 
of G" is incident with only a finite number of faces. 
Next let: 
E 1 :=set of edges of G" crossed an odd number of times by c;'; 
E,, :=set of edges incident with v (excluding loops); ( 117) 
where 6 and D. denote symetric difference. 
SuBCLAIM 6a. Let F be a face of G' with n"[F] incident to some e E E 0 • 
Then FE UL· 
Proof We must show that llL(F)=O. Consider n"[F]: 
v' 
e 11"[ F] ( 118) 
v" 
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I. To show that n L(F) ~ 0, suppose to the contrary that 
cr(G', P) < l/t(n(P(O))) ( 119) 
for some path P: [O, 1]-. S' satisfying (92). Cosider P' := n" 0 P. Then P' 
satisfies: 
(i) P'(O) is end point of a line segment in !£" 
crossing C;'; 
(ii) P' crosses c;' an even number of times; 
(iii) P'(l)En"[F]; 
(iv) cr(G", P') < l/;(n'(P(O))). (120) 
Let Q 1 : [O, 1] -. S" be a path starting in P'(l) so that Q1 ( [O, 1)) s n"[F] 
and Q 1 (l) = v'. Denote by !X 1 the number of times Q 1 crosses C;'. We show 
that 
a: 1 is even <=> v' E V0 • (121) 
If ix 1 is even, then P' · Q 1 satisfies (116) for v := v', and hence v' E V0 . 
Suppose next !X 1 is odd and v' E V0 . Let P" be a path satisfying (116) for 
v := v'. Let Q3 : [O, 1]-. S" be the path following the line segment l E !£" 
containing P'(O), so that Q3 ( 1) = P'(O) and Q 3(0) are the end points of I. 
As !X 1 is odd, Q 3 · P' · Q 1 crosses c;' an even number of times. This implies 
that also Q3 • P'. Q 1 • (P") - i crosses c;' an even number of times. So by 
Claim 4, 
cr(G", Q3 • P' · Q 1 • (P")- 1 )~ l/;(n'(P"(O)))-l/;(n'(Q 3(0))). (122) 
However, 
er( G", Q 3 • P' · Q 1 • ( P") - 1 ) = er( G", P') + er( G", P" ), ( 123) 
and by (120)(iv) and (119), 
l/t(n'(P" (0))) ~er( G", P"), (124) 
-l/t(n'(Q 3 (0)) = l/t(n'(P'(O))) > cr(G", P'). 
Now ( 122), (123 ), and (124) form a contradiction. So v' rt V0 , and we have 
shown ( 121 ). 
Similarly, let Q2 : [O, 1]-. S" be a path in P'(l) so that 
Q 2( [O, 1)) s n"[F] and Q2(1) = v". Denote by cx 2 the number of times Q2 
crosses C;'. Then one has 
cx 2 is even<=> v" E V0 • ( 125) 
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However, a 1 + a2 has the same parity as the number of times C;' crosses 
edge e. But this implies e ~ E0 , contradicting the assumption. 
II. To show that n L(F) ~ 0, note that by definition of E 0 at least one· 
of the following should hold: (i) v' E V0 , (ii) v" E V0 , (iii) e is crossed by c;'. 
If v'E V0 , let P satisfy (116) for v :=v'. Extending P to n:"[F] yields a 
curve P' satisfying 
cr(G", P') = cr(G", P):::;; i/J(n'(P(O))) = i/J(n:'(P'(O))). ( 126) 
Hence n L(F):::;; 0. Similarly, if v" E Vo then n L(F):::;; 0. 
If e is crossed by c;', some line segment I E fe" is contained in n" [F]. 
Then one of the end points p of I satisfies i/J(n'(p)) ~ 0. Hence the path 
P: [O, 1] -> S" defined by P(x) = p for all x E [O, 1] satisfies (92 ). Moreover 
cr(G", P)=O~i/J(n'(p)). (127) 
Now consider the dual graph (G")* of G" on S". Let E(;, Ei*, E,* denote 
the sets of edges of (G")* dual to £ 0 , £ 1 , E,., respectively. 
By ( 117 ), each vertex of ( G" )* is incident with an even number of edges 
in E0*. Moreover, Et is finite. Hence there exist simple closed curves 
D 1 , ••• , D, in (G")* not passing any edge not in Et and passing each edge 
in Et exactly once. We finally show that 
at least one of D 1 , ••• , D, is homo topic on S" to C;'. ( 128) 
By Subclaim 6a, this gives the E;' as required. 
To see ( 128 ), we use that S" can be identified with the annulus or the 
Mobius strip, in such a way that c;' follows the mid circle. Using the 
representation described above, we consider the "cut" IR x { ~ }. We may 
assume that IR x 0} does not intersect any vertex of (G")*. 
Now IR x { ~} crosses the mid circle an odd number of times (in fact, 
exactly once). So IR x { ~} has an odd number of crossings with the edges 
in Ei*. Moreover, for each v E V0 , IR x { l} has an even number of crossings 
with the edges in E,~. Hence IR x { l} has an odd number of crossings with 
the edges in £ 0*. Therefore, at least one of D 1, ••• , D, crosses IR x { ~} an odd 
number of times; say D 1• As D 1 is simple, it is homotopic to the mid circle, 
i.e., to c;'. This shows ( 128 ). I 
Having c;', we define 
(129) 
Since E;' is homotopic to c;' on S", it follows that n' o C;' = C; is 
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homotopic to n' Q c;' = C; on s. Moreover, C; does not intersect V, since 
E;' does not intersect V" and since n:'[ V"] = V. 
We next show that shifting C; to C; corresponds to shifting a lifting L of 
C; to UL· More precisely, let (): [O, l] ~ S" be a path on S" such that 
8(0) = C;'{l) and 8{l)=C;'(l). (130) 
Let ()' be the lifting of() to S' with 8'{0)=C;{O). So n:o(}'{l)= 
n' 0 E;'(1) = C;{ 1 ). As a direct consequence of Claim 6 and the construction 
of C;' we have 
CLAIM 7. Let L := c;[IR], and let E; be the lifting of C; with 
c;{O) = 8'( 1 ). Then each face passed by E; belongs to UL. 
Proof Note that C; is a lifting of C;' to S', since 
(i) n:"oC;(O)=n",,8'(1)=8{1)=C;'(l); 
{ii) n:',, (n" 0 E;){x) = n: o c;(x) = C; exp{2nix)) = n:', c;'(exp(2nix)), 
for all x E IR. ( 131 ) 
Hence, by the uniqueness of liftings, 
n:" a c; (x) = C;'( exp(2nix) l for all x E IR. ( 132) 
Let F be a face of G' passed by E;. Then n:"[F] is passed through by 
n"[C;J, and hence by c;'. Therefore, by Claim 6, FE UL. I 
This implies 
CLAIM 8. C; does not pass any face of G more than once. 
Proof Suppose C; passes some face more than once. Since C; = n' 0 c;' 
and since c;' does not pass through any face of G" more than once, there 
exist faces F" and H" of G" passed through by E;' so that F" # H" and 
n'[F"] = n'[H"]. Let E; again be a lifting of C;' to S'. So the faces passed 
through by E; are contained in UL• where L = c; [ IR] for some lifting c; 
of C;. Hence UL contains faces F' and H' such that n"[F'] #- n"[H'] and 
n[F'] = n[H']. Let <p: S' ~ S' be the homeomorphism satisfying no <p = <p 
and <p[F'] = H'. Then <p[L] is again a lifting of C;. Since, by symmetry, 
<p[UL]=U<P[l] and since H'EUL and H'=<p[F']E<p[UL]=Urp[L]• it 
follows from Claim 5 that <p[L] = L. So <po c; is a lifting of C; intersecting 
c;. Hence by (iii) of Claim 2 there exists an n E 7l.. so that <p 0 c; (x) = 
c;(x+n) for all XEIR. Therefore, <p=<p,,. So H'=cp,,[F'], and hence 
n"[H'] = n"[F'], a contradiction. I 
·~~~----------------------------------------------~----------------------------~----~._. 
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Doing this for each i= 1, ... , k, we obtain C1, ... , C\. These are closed 
curves as required, since 
CLAIM 9. C 1' ... , Ck satisfv ( 48 ). 
Proof By Claim 8 it suffices to show that no two of C 1 , ... , Ck pass 
through the same face of G. Suppose that, say, C1 and C2 pass through a 
common face. Then, by the symmetry of the universal covering surface S', 
there exist liftings C'1 of EI and c; of E 2 to S' passing a common face of 
G'. However, by Claim 7, all faces passed by C'1 are contained in UL for 
some lifting L of C 1 , while all faces passed by E; are contained in UL' for 
some lifting L' of C 2 • Since L =!= L', it follows by Claim 5 that 
UL n Uc= 0, contradicting the assumption that C'1 and E; have a face in 
common. I 
This finishes the proof of the theorem I 
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